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Customer Service! Summary: "[There is] a growing need to further understand the significance of
ancient symbolism as it continues to accompany us in these modern times. This symbolism gets to
the core of what makes us human. and [plays] an integral part in the creation, development, and
sustainment of our overall collective psyche." --John Richard Ward, coauthor of The Exodus Reality
Behind every myth, fairy tale, and legend--hidden within the art, song, and structures of ancient
times--is an encoded layer of wisdom, science, and truth passed down throughout history. This
book will examine how information went "viral" long before the Internet, and served as the
foundation for mythology, sacred architecture, and symbolic imagery throughout the ancient
world. Viral Mythology reveals: How primitive and ancient cultures conveyed cutting-edge scientific
knowledge in their origin stories and myths Why esoteric knowledge was hidden in symbols, art,
and architecture during times of religious oppression and persecution How stories, songs, and art
served to describe actual historical events Why diverse civilizations told the same stories and
created the same art with common themes and symbols, despite no apparent communication
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am e ortlessly can get a enjoyment of reading
a written publication.
-- K ia r r a  Schultz  III--  K ia r r a  Schultz  III

The publication is great and fantastic. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of your time (that's
what catalogues are for about if you ask me).
-- Dr . Ma r cos Gr im es III--  Dr . Ma r cos Gr im es III
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